NICELLE DAVIS
The Poster Reads: Active Shooter Event
You mistake it for a college band flyer or haunted house ad—
faceless grim reaper, no, hoodie without a face—and this is why
you don’t understand when six cops burst into your classroom,
point pistols at your head, press fingers where bullets would go, say

You’re dead

then turn toward your students but mostly your favorite, Lisa,
who you’d bet a silver dollar on getting out. Guns aim: they die.
Dead, you see for the first time how young Lisa is, how skinny,
how black. Alive, you saw none of this, knew her by her smile.
Front row, she’s smiling now, as though teeth could shield a
bullet. The guns look at your students, and the cops say

You’re all dead

and you die again. When they leave, you lock the door, sit in the
dark together, just like the poster must have instructed. After an
hour, Lisa admits she’s pissed herself. You walk out to see what’s
really going on. This is California, so the center of the building has
no roof; a tree grows in the courtyard. On the first floor, Mental
Health offices. Second floor, Child Services. Instructors crack jokes
about one-stop shopping. You could shop here. You find yourself
cracking. You think of the next two classes you have to teach
today—will guns attend? You think of the girl who came to class
in her bra. I paid $20 for this. I want people to see it. It’s beautiful—
and truth, you understand $20 because you live here, too, so you
tell her to take a seat, and you continue lecturing on how it was,
the mothers binding the babies’ feet, cutting off first their
daughters’ toes then their heels. You teach about blood and where
it comes from. You remember Ms. M just back from Iraq on the
day you read “Ode to a Nightingale” out loud. At the line, “Thou
wast not born for death,” she threw a chair at you and shouted,
You want us to feel stupid. So you said, Outside, now. And there
she fell and kept on falling like a baby in your arms. You offered a
different assignment, a different way of talking to each other. You
told her what you couldn’t before: you don’t know what a good
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chance is anymore, other than it implies something different might
happen, and she asked, How can you not know? You’re the teacher. She
used what you taught about descriptive language in her next paper on
the effects of PTSD and being raped by her own unit. Again you see
the gun, Lisa’s face, and tears seem the only substitute for bleeding.
You feel so full of blood you might break open. Lately you cry all the
time, mostly in your car. This is California, so you can drive away half
of every day, but you’re not in your car now, and Lisa’s waiting in the
dark, wet and ashamed. When you ask the cops, they say you should
have read the poster. When you ask the cops, they say they were just
having a little fun. And you believe them, these men you talked to just
the other day about pumping rubbing alcohol out of your neighbor’s
belly. We’re just fighting to keep the whole thing from going up in flames,
and you thought thing as in person when they meant thing as in
neighborhood, and you felt lost at your own front door. Now you see
Lisa’s smile—a light that burns nothing. There’s a grid you want to get
on, help others get on, lines like a road toward being counted as
human. You’d give anything for your car right now, to do as you teach:
bet that silver dollar on yourself and get the hell out. To be seen,
recognized, not for dead but as bleeding—you were dead, but now
you’re bleeding. You look at the poster the cop put in your hands:

Make Yourself Invisible.
Your Life Depends On It.
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